MAKING RESEARCH GENDER-RESPONSIVE

IN MALAYSIA

VOICES FROM THE RAINFOREST
Jaliah
My name is Jaliah and I come from the village of Bungai, near Miri, in Sarawak, Malaysia.
My family is involved in farming, including growing mangoes. One of the traditional species we
grow is mempelam (Mangifera petandra), which is very suitable for pickling.
We women were introduced to new pickling techniques during a fruit tree conservation project
led by the state and an international research organization. However, it was very difficult to obtain
enough raw materials for pickling. The orchards are in the forest, far away from the house, and
usually men are the ones who harvest the fruits.

Ms Jaliah

During the research activities, we were divided into four groups: older men,
older women, younger men and older men. I was in the older women’s
group. Each group participated in many research activities and discussions
and then presented its work to all the participants.
It was during this presentation that we (women) realized why we did not
have enough mangoes for our pickling activities. While there are a lot of
mangoes produced during the fruiting season, men were collecting and
selling them straight from the orchards without us knowing!
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During the marketing exercise, I expressed that we face a problem finding
places to sell our pickled mangoes. We had never gone outside our village to
sell anything before. The research team guided us in a Rapid Market Appraisal
exercise, where we met prospective buyers outside of our village and
negotiated potential product sales with them. It was an amazing experience!

Now that we are aware of what is happening, my friends and I have
negotiated with the men the purchase of the young mangoes they collect
and we are able to produce more pickle products.
Since then, men have also become more supportive of our wish to be more
economically active.

Angeline
My name is Angeline and I am from the village of Kakeng, near Kuching, the capital city of
Sarawak in East Malaysia.
I come from a family of farmers. We grow pepper, rice and fruits such as rambutans (Nephelium
lappaceum), mangoes (Mangifera indica), durians (Durio zibethinus) and langsat (Lansium
domesticum) among others. Most of the fruits are grown in an agroforestry system, among the
other crops we cultivate.
Lately, through a fruit tree conservation project, there has been an interest in introducing ‘agrotourism’ activities in our village. This is partly to sustain our native fruit trees, which are at risk of
being cut down by certain people, especially younger men, who want to make fast income and
who do not see that, alive, our trees have economic potential.

Ms Angeline

The ‘agro-tourism’ activity would open up our village to outsiders, with
whom we will be able to share our biodiversity while earning some income
and conserving our forests. Conservation of the forest is important for our
future generations.
Research carried out within this project gave us the opportunity to voice
our concerns and aspirations separately as older women, younger women,
older men and younger men.
We women have learned new ways to process our fruits into pickles under
the project and these pickles can be sold as additional income for us and
our families.
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I hope that from this agro-tourism project, our village will prosper, we will
earn more and our village will make its way on the international map.

Research activities demonstrated the need to mobilize the younger generation in conservation
activities, especially young men who had visibly different aspirations for the forest than other
village members.
Considering the influential position of the men in the village, involving older men who are
active in the village council, fostering dialogue among the generations and genders, and
educating young men and women, who are the future custodians of the forest, will be essential
for ensuring the conservation of their precious forest resources.
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